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Abstract— Today’s smart phones, with their embedded high-
resolution video sensors, require computing capacities that are
too high to easily meet stringent silicon area and power consump-
tion requirements (some one and a half square millimeters and
half a watt) especially when programmable components are used.
To develop such capacities, integrators still rely on dedicated
low resolution video processing components, whose drawback is
low flexibility. With this in mind, our paper presents eISP –
a new, fully programmable Embedded Image Signal Processor
architecture, now validated in TSMC 65nm technology to achieve
a capacity of 16.8 GOPs at 233 MHz, for 1.5 mm2 of silicon area
and a power consumption of 250 mW. Its resulting efficiency
(67 MOPs/mW), has made eISP the leading programmable
architecture for signal processing, especially for HD 1080p video
processing on embedded devices such as smart phone.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Video sensors, particularly as used in smart phones, have
become a familiar part of everyday life. This market is placing
drastic constraints on the power consumption and silicon areas
of video image processors. Sensors are thus necessarily associ-
ated with signal processors, not only for color reconstruction
purposes, but also for intrinsic image enhancement. The al-
lowable power consumption of embedded image processors
is currently a few hundred milliwatts, while smart phone
computing capacities exceed many billions of operations per
second (GOPs). To afford such capacities, today’s phone
integrators rely on dedicated video processing componentsthat
offer limited flexibility. With the programmable computing
architectures now on the market, High Definition (HD) video
processing, which requires several tens of GOPs, cannot be
built into mobile devices. Because integrators prefer to embed
their own image enhancement functions, it is crucial to make
the computing resources behind the currently available sensors
as programmable and as flexible as possible. Section two
of this paper presents some common color reconstruction
and image enhancement methods, followed, in section three,
by an estimate of the computing resources necessary to
implement them. Section four then describes the proposed
Embedded Image Signal Processor (eISP) architecture - a
fully programmable architecture designed to handle HD 1080p
video streams (i.e. 1920×1080 resolution at 25 frames per
second), thereby anticipating the capacities needed for next-

generation smart phone video sensors. This discussion of
eISP architecture, which is synthesized and routed for TSMC
65 nm technology, likewise details the silicon area, power
consumption and computational characteristics of our new
concept.

II. V IDEO PIPELINE

A set of embeddable processes is necessary for the capture
and enhancement of video images and photographs produced
by Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
sensors. Various processing steps and algorithms can be
incorporated into the image reconstruction chain, also known
as the ”video pipeline”.

Because evaluation of sensor exposure parameters is
difficult, captured images do not usually cover the complete
sensor dynamic range. Histogram normalization [1] or local
adaptive methods [2] can, however, be applied to make
optimum use of the available dynamic range for pixel value
coding.
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Fig. 1. Standard Bayer color
array filter.

Noise reduction is an essential
processing step. Image signal-
to-noise ratio diminishes with a
reduction in pixel size, which
is also the trend observed in
mobile consumer products.
Fixed-pattern noise (FPN) is
essentially linked to disparities
in substrate properties and can
be successfully characterized and
removed. Electronic noise caused

by thermal excitation is an additive white Gaussian noise.
Its effect can be limited by applying a Gaussian blur or
local adaptive filter. Finally, so-called ”salt and pepper”noise
occurs when pixel values are corrupted with respect to their
neighborhoods. This type of noise is particularly visible to
the human eye. Median filters or techniques enabling removal
of extreme pixel values from a given group are best suited to
this type of denoising [3].



Single-sensor processing systems operate by capturing a
luminance image. To reconstruct color data, sensor pixels
are covered by a filter that alternatively allows each pixel to
record a primary color. The best known type of color filter is
the Bayer filter depicted in Figure 1. The white balancing step
adjusts gain for color components, to make final image color
look natural. The existing literature proposes many methods
for illuminant color estimation [4], ranging from a simple
”grey world” assumption to the ”Retinex” [5] approach. The
demosaicing step generates three plans (red, green and blue
or luminance/chrominances) for each of the colors obtained
from the raw image [6]. Finally, it is possible to improve
visual image quality using contrast enhancement and edge
sharpening techniques.

Following these steps, it is usually necessary to apply a
high-pass filter for sharpening purposes; but local adaptive
filters are also used to sharpen edges. Contrast enhancement
is likewise often needed for better visual perception of image
displays. This step involves processes ranging from common
gamma correction to more sophisticated ”tone mapping”
techniques [7] .

III. C OMPUTING RESOURCES

By studying a set of representative algorithms for the
processing steps described above, it was possible to estimate
the computing resources needed for HD 720p and HD 1080p
video reconstruction. The algorithms selected for this study
were as follows:

• fixed pattern noise correction;
• noise reduction by median filtering;
• bilateral filtering (to represent local adaptive filters);
• application of convolution-based 5×5 filters;
• estimation and correction of white balance (”grey world”

and ”white patch” techniques);
• bilinear and constant-hue demosaicing.

The number of processor operations dedicated to com-
puting filter results was also studied. Results of this study
demonstrated that more than half of processor cycles are
devoted to address computation and program control [8]. The
computing capacity required for a video pipeline to process
HD 1080p, 1920×1080 streams at 25 frames per second, using
the previously listed algorithms, is 44.5 GOPs. As shown
in table I, most of these resources are employed for edge
sharpening (51%), median filtering (22%) and demosaicing of
the raw image (21%). Such analysis also serves to determine
the basic operations required to run the algorithms.

IV. EISP ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the eISP architecture, which can be
programmed to process video streams with different resolu-
tions, namely HD 720p and HD 1080p. This programmability
enables support of a wide range of algorithms, in particular
those requiring access to pixel neighborhoods.

TABLE I

COMPUTING RESOURCES REQUIRED TO RECONSTRUCTHD 720P AND HD

1080P VIDEO STREAM.

Type of HD 720p HD 1080p Process
Process 20MPx/sec 52MPx/sec Represen-

(GOPs) (GOPs) -tativeness
FPN removal 0.4 1.0 2%
White Balancing 0.7 1.9 4%
Demosaicing 3.5 9.2 21%
Median denoising 3.7 9.8 22%
Sharpening 8.5 22.6 51%
Total: 16.7 GOPs 44.5 GOPs 100%

A. State of the Art

Most of the now available mobile consumer products em-
ploy system-on-chip (SOC) architectures that are built around
general-purpose embedded processing cores coupled with ded-
icated coprocessors. Such solutions lack flexibility, since their
processing parameters are ”frozen” for as long as a non-
reconfigurable SOC, which may be used in more than one
generation of products, remains in place. Strong market de-
mand for more flexible real-time video processing components
has thus generated a flurry of research activity, both in indus-
trial laboratories and academic institutions (e.g. University of
Stanford or MIT). One offshoot of this is the family of chips
proposed by Stream Processors Inc., for real-time video stream
processing [9]. Another is the Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable
Image Stream Processor (ISP) [10] that can handle HD videos.
While the latter is not fully programmable, it offers greater
flexibility than dedicated processing components. The image
memory that must be associated with it is nevertheless ”costly”
in terms of silicon area. Among yet other developments,
SiliconHive markets a customizable architecture, known as
HiveFlex, which accommodates 4 to 128 programmable pro-
cessors [11]; and Xetal proposes a programmable, massively-
parallel processor integrating 320 computing elements [12].
SIMPil architecture [13] has 4096 parallelized processorsfor
computation of as many pixel blocks. With their high power
consumption (higher than a half Watt) and large silicon areas
(higher than 2 mm2), none of these components are directly
embeddable in smart phones. Many of them also need an
image memory. Storage of an HD plan in fact requires several
mm2 of silicon area in 65 nm technology.

B. Parallelism

As an example, for a processor running at 233 MHz,
only three processor cycles per pixel would be available for
processing an HD 1080p image stream. This is far from
enough for the several dozen cycles needed to perform even
a simple convolution. As already seen above, more than
50% of processor cycles are used for address computation
and program control. Different kinds of parallelism must be
implemented to increase the processing time available per
pixel. Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) is supported by use
of Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processors. Spatial
parallelism is ensured by parallel use of several processors,



each assigned to a different pixel. Temporal parallelism is
supported by pipelining processes and performing control,
address computation and data access as background tasks.

C. Computing Tiles

eISP architecture is made up of programmable computing
tiles that integrate two-way VLIW processors specifically
designed to limit power consumption and silicon area usage.
Unlike a conventional VLIW processor, the two-way design
calls for all operators and registers to be shared by the two
data paths. Processor data path width is 24 bits, and its core
logic comprises 5200 two-port equivalent gates. A scratchpad
memory option (up to two224 addressable 24 bit words,
typically 256×24 bits) is likewise proposed. By running two
instructions per clock cycle, the processor core performs atotal
of 400 MOPs at 200 MHz. The VLIW processors operate in
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) mode and are all
associated with the same program memory. This is the part of
the tile that is dedicated to computation. It collaborates with a
neighborhood controller designed to limit power consumption
and silicon area. Its function is to convert the incoming pixel
stream to a form (i.e. pixel values and relevant neighborhood
data) that can be directly accessed by the processors. In this
way, data access instructions are performed as background
tasks, and address computation is completely eliminated at
processor level. The neighborhood controller is designed to
limit power consumption and silicon area while allowing direct
processor access to all neighborhood data. Each computing
tile contains an input/output interface that enables integration
of pixel values from the incoming stream and serves to
reconstruct the outgoing stream from tile-computed data. Such
a tile typically contains 4 to 16 processors. Processor operating
frequency is defined when the program is compiled, thus
affording optimum control of system power consumption.
Complex processing operations require chaining of tiles to
build a complete eISP processing architecture. Pixel transfers
between tiles take place via a Time Delay Multiplexed Access
(TDMA) bus to enable reconfiguring of the order in which the
tiles transmit data. This bus also provides a clock signal that
keeps the whole architecture synchronized for tile chaining
purposes.

V. I MPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

This section describes how a video pipeline is ported to
the eISP architecture. It first presents the algorithms and
their arrangement on the different computing tiles. It then
provides hardware implementation results (power consumption
and silicon area data).

A. Algorithms

A video pipeline was ported to the two-way VLIW proces-
sor to validate the eISP architecture. This chain included the
following operations:

• fixed pattern noise correction;
• histogram normalization;
• noise reduction by defective pixel deletion;
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Fig. 2. A 6 processors computing tile.

• bilinear filter demosaicing;
• edge sharpening.

Fixed pattern noise cancellation can be achieved with five
cycles per pixel and does not require neighborhood access.

Histogram normalization requires eight cycles per pixel.
Partial histograms are contained in the processor scratchpad.
The interframe delay is then used to combine them into a
complete histogram.

Noise reduction is implemented by replacing the pixel
value by the average neighborhood value, if the latter differs
significantly from the former (i.e. falls outside a tolerance
range of 12.5% or1

8

th
of the initial value). With two-way

VLIW processors, this operation requires fourteen cycles and
access to a 5×5 neighborhood, which is less ”costly” than a
median filter.

Gamma correction makes use of a lookup table (LUT)
stored in the processor scratchpad and requires 4 cycles with
the two-way processor.

Automatic white balance is estimated using the grey-
world method. During the relevant cycle, a counter is
incremented and the pixel value is multiplied by a predefined
coefficient. The system takes advantage of interframe delay
to compute these multiplication coefficients. Four processor
cycles are required, but no an access to pixel neighborhood
is necessary.

Bilinear demosaicing by the two-way VLIW processor
requires ten processor cycles and access to a 3×3
neighborhood.

Finally, edge sharpening for the three color channels
derived from demosaicing is performed by 3×3 convolution,
using 12 processor cycles.



B. Adaptability to Algorithms

All the proposed video pipeline algorithms cannot be exe-
cuted by a single computing tile. This would require 85 proces-
sor cycles,i.e. at least 32 processors at 233 MHz on a single
tile. Data interdependency would further complicate such a
configuration, particularly for access to pixel neighborhoods.
A tile computing capacity (in cycles) can be obtained by the
equation 1.

(

ClockProc

ClockPixel

− 1

)

× ProcNb (1)

The best way to simplify integration of the algorithms is
therefore to distribute them over more than one tile. An ideal
arrangement,i.e. six tiles containing six processors each, is
shown in Figure 3. This architecture can perform 16.8 GOPs,
or 2.8 GOPs per tile, at 233 MHz. It consumes 40 mW per
tile, for an efficiency of 70 MOPs/mW; and its total silicon
area is 1.5 mm2 for 240 mW.
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Gamma Correction
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Fig. 3. Algorithms arrangement on the different computing tiles.

VI. CONCLUSION

For today’s competitive embedded processor market, where
mobile devices still rely essentially on dedicated processing
components, this paper proposes a new solution: eISP, a
fully programmable computing architecture for real-time video
processing. Not only does eISP allow control of silicon area
and power consumption (1.5 mm2, 250 mW),it also proposes
enough real computing capacity (16.8 GOPs) to accommodate
the HD 720p and HD 1080 video streams that will become
the standards for future smart phone imaging. Results given
here were validated on an eISP model synthesized and routed
in TSMC 65 nm technology for a frequency of up to 400
MHz – an example of a routed tile is shown in Figure 4. With
this design it is possible to customize computing capacity to
individual requirements, by increasing the number of proces-
sors per eISP computing tile, their operating frequencies or the
overall number of tiles. Such an architecture also allows in-
corporation of cutting-edge algorithms. Further improvements,
for example integration of dedicated coprocessors, are now
being studied, with a view to extending eISP technology to
telecommunication applications.
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